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ABSTRACT. It is shown that steady magnetic fields and time-dependent electric fields 
may exist simultaneously without mutual interference. This happens when the time deri­
vative of the current is irrotational. In this case Maxwell’s equation may be broken up into 
two sets of equations containing electric and magneti<i quantities separatfdy.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
It follows, in general, from tlie Maxwoll electro-magnetic field equations that 
the electric and magnetic field quantities mutually interfere each other. Since 
the terms with time derivatives in MaxAvell’s equation is the nexus between the 
electric and magnetic field vectors, it is quite evident that the electric and magnetic, 
field quantities do not interfer each other when they are steady, i.e. independent 
of time. However, a critical examination of the Maxwell equation reveals that it 
is not always necessary that the field quantities should not vary with time for 
the existence of mutually non-interfering electric and magnetic fields. The object 
of this note is to examine the possibility of non-interfering electric and magnetic 
fields in general and to investigate the nature of this kind of field. W ithout going 
into details one can conclude from Faraday’s law o f induction that the electric 
and magnetic fields may exist without interfering with each other only when the 
magnetic field is steady and hence the electric vector should be irrotational; though, 
the latter may be varying with time.
In the next section, it is shown that the Maxwell field equations separate out 
into two sets containing only electric or magnetic quantities, when the time deri­
vative of the current j is an irrotationzl vector, i.o.
dj
y x j l - o . ( 1 )
I t  is further shown that any steady magnetic field may exists along with a class of 
electric field varying with time. The last section is devoted to the reduction 
o f Maxwell’s equations, in general, for which the given current satisfies equation 
(1)*
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t h e  s e p a r a t i o n  o r  e i . e o t r , o  a n „  m a o n e t i ,
f i e l d s
J he Maxwell field oqnatioun an; given by
dE
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V X H - -  • — j 
• ~  c dt i .. (2)
u
V X E +  ^ ~  =  0 '  — c dt •• (3)
eV-E =  q .. (4)
/<V-H 0. •• (5)
In ..nl„r that E ,n,l H are „,R on o»„l, oth«, it i, qnite „vid„„t fro™
that*'* ”^  nlloilM tw zero separately. Thus it is necessary
5H
•• («)
and VXE =  0. •• (7)
«  Bhould be independent of time and E should be irrotational. Next step is to
separate E and H terms in eq. (2). To aocomplish this, one observes that any
utor may bo separated m two parts, one of which is irrotational and the other 
>s oivergenoe-freo. Thus
i =  Y ^ + v x J .. (8)
rritli
Y-J =  0, .. (9)
and y any function of spaco-timc. Because of the continuity equation relating 
ino charge and current
( 10)
the equation for x  is
y-y*+ 5 1  - (>i)
From oqa. (4), (7), and (11), it follows that
9E
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(t  tF  " . (12)
Now, lot us note that the separation of j in equation (8) is not unique as one can 
write x' =  A;+;fo X ~  J+*^o for *f> f r^at
V.Yo =  V X '/o 
V V X o  =
V- Jo =  0.
.. (13)
•• (11) 
(I-"')
Obviously such Xo’ J q *^ exist. Honee with suitable choice o f  wo can write 
from eq. (12)
fWj
c dl +VA’ ll-
. .  ( I ' i )
This is due to the fact that the left hand side of eq. (16) being irrotational the rigid 
hand side is a divorgeneo-freo gradient vector wliich can bo absorvod in 
this is tho <*aso o(juation (2) will then reduces to
y x H  y x  «/. • •
Since H is imhipendont of time
Honee equation (8) leads to
. ^ y x ^  =  0.
"  v x . /  =  o.
.. (18)
. 11)
Thus, in order that E and H may exist without interfering with each other, it is 
necessary that j should satisfy equation (1) as noted in the introduction. In this 
case, tho Maxwell field equations separate out in two groups as
V X E =  0 •
e y. E =  q(r, t)
dE
-  -J -  vx( »•. <).c at • •
..  (Id)
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( 20)
and
y x H  =  v x O ( r )• 0 ^  • m m  '
V-H == 0 
dH
dt "" ^
THK R E D U C T I O N  OK M A X W E L L ’ S 
E Q A T 1 O N 8
jU tliis section wo will dotorminc E and II for tlio class of ( liiu’g(w and cnrronts
w'liicli satisfy equation (1). Given tho current j, from eiiuations. (S). (!)) ami (20), 
H is detorinined by
H =  J
'1
iuid (VV)J
( 21)
'V X j.
■'■J
Next E is obtained from cq. (18) by
and
E -
V - -
-
q le . j
The third member of tho set o f equation (19) is rodundant in virtue of c(|uation (11). 
It is not irrelevant to mention that the most general solution of E, H are deter-
iniiuHl from those by adding th<i sohitiou of the lioiiiogeiuujus equations, uiiieh are 
obtained by putting the right hand sides of equations (19) and (20) as zero. The 
latter’s contributions are to be determined by the relevant boundary conditions.
Finally, it is to bo noted that even with j  satisfying 0(|. (1), the electric and
magnetit; field quantities may not be of non-intorfering nature, in general. This 
may happen if the boundary condition is not consistonc^o with tho nature of the 
field envisaged hero. However, in such cases it is always possible to reduced the 
field equation to homogeneous one, i.e. to source free field equations. Let E and H
bo any solution satisfying the inhomogeneous equations. (19) and (20), as 
luontionod above. Further lot us write
E == E '+E o (23)
and H  H '+ H o. (24)
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Substituting these in eqs. (2)~(5), we caoi find the equation for Ej, and H q. Since 
E ' and H ' satisfy equations (19) and (20) respectively one obtains
.  5Eo
V X H „ -  1 7 = 0
* ~  c d t
•• (2')
VXEo+^^ .7 - 0  
• ~  c a t
V.i?o =  0
. .  (3') 
. .  (4')
Y - H o =  0 . .. (.V)
Thus Eo and satisfy the homogeneous field equations. Tiieir role is to satisfy
the boundary condition. The point to be emphasized is that the part o f the field 
quantity which depends on the source is always an electric field varying with time 
and a steady magnetic field whenever the time derivative o f the cuiront is irrota- 
tional.
